A novel FPCL model producing directional contraction through induction of fibroblast alignment by biphasic pulse direct current electric field.
Although parallel alignment of fibroblasts to the tension lines of scar has been evidenced in vivo, how scar contracture generates directional contraction remains largely unclear due to the lack of effective in vitro model. Fibroblast populated collagen lattice (FPCL), a widely used in vitro model, fails to mimic scar contracture since it produces concentric contraction with the random orientation of fibroblast. We hypothesized that a novel FPCL model with fibroblast alignment might produce directional contraction and then simulate scar contracture better. Here, we showed that although direct current electric fields (DCEFs) enabled fibroblasts aligned perpendicularly to the field vector, it also promoted electrotactic migration of fibroblast in FPCL. By contrast, biphasic pulse direct current electric fields (BPDCEFs), featured by reversal of the EF direction periodically, abolished the electrotactic migration, but induced fibroblast alignment in a pulse frequency dependent manner. Specifically, BPDCEF at a pulse frequency of 0.0002 Hz induced fibroblast alignment comparable to that induced by DCEF under the same field strength (300 mV/mm), leading to an enhanced contraction of FPCL along the direction of cell alignment. FPCL pretreated by BPDCEF showed an elliptical contraction whereas it was concentric in control FPCL. Further study revealed that F-actin redistributions acted as a key mechanism for the induction of fibroblasts alignment by BPDCEF. Cytochalasin D, an inhibitor of actin dynamics, abolished F-actins redistribution, and significantly suppressed the fibroblasts alignment and the directional contraction of FPCL. Importantly, BPDCEF significantly increased RhoA activity in fibroblasts, while this response was attenuated by C3 transferase pre-treatment, a potent inhibitor of RhoA, caused F-actin depolymerization and actin filament bundle randomly distributed. Taken together, our study suggests a crucial role for fibroblast orientation in scar contracture, and provides a novel FPCL model that may be feasible and effective for investigating scar contracture in vitro.